Evaluating rotational diffusion from protein MD simulations.
It is now feasible to carry out molecular dynamics simulations of proteins in water that are long compared to the overall tumbling of the molecule. Here, we examine rotational diffusion in four small, globular proteins (ubiquitin, binase, lysozyme, and fragment B3 of protein G) with the TIP3P, TIP4P/EW, and SPC/E water models, in simulations that are 6 to 60 times as long as the mean rotational tumbling time. We describe a method for extracting diffusion tensors from such simulations and compare the results to experimental values extracted from NMR relaxation measurements. The simulation results accurately follow a diffusion equation, even for spherical harmonic correlation functions with l as large as 8. However, the best-fit tensors are significantly different from experiment, especially for the commonly used TIP3P water model. Simulations that are 20 to 100 times longer than the rotational tumbling times are needed for good statistics. A number of residues exhibit internal motions on the nanosecond time scale, but in all cases examined here, a product of internal and overall time-correlation functions matches the total time-correlation function well.